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Abstract: An important task of Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) is
to detect malign communication in a computer network traffic. The traditional
detection approaches which analyze the content of network packets, are becoming
insufficient with an increased usage of encrypted HTTPS protocol. The previous
research shows, however, that the high-level properties of HTTPS communication
such as the duration of a request or the number of bytes sent/received from the
client to the server may be successfully used to detect behavioral patterns of mal-
ware activity. We study approximate k-NN similarity joins as one of the methods
to build a classifier recognizing malign communication. Three MapReduce-based
and one centralized approximate k-NN join methods are reimplemented in order
to support large volumes of high-dimensional data. Finally, we thoroughly eval-
uate all methods on different datasets containing vectors up to 1000 dimensions
and compare multiple aspects concerning scalability, approximation precision and
classification precision of each approach.
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Introduction
One of the most complicated tasks in computer network administration is the
protection against malicious activity. A large part of this task consists of ma-
licious software detection. Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) have
become an important component of network security [24, 21]. The purpose of
a NIDS is to monitor the network traffic for malign activities (eg. a malware
leaking private data to an outer server) and trigger an alert, or even block the
connection, in case of active NIDS systems. This is a different behavior to other
means of security. Firewall systems, on the contrary, solely block the traffic and
do not actively search for attacks. Anti-virus software typically aims on malicious
machine language detection, and they do not consider network operations [35].

For malware detection, NIDS have traditionally used the signature matching
paradigm, in which the network packets are searched for a sequence of bytes
typical for a malware [33]. This solution is becoming insufficient, as modern
malware uses numerous techniques to randomize the sequence of bytes [24].

In the last years, the developed malware typically communicates over HTTP
or HTTPS protocol [21]. The HTTP (Hyper-Text Transport Protocol) is a pri-
mary means for accessing World Wide Web documents and therefore, this channel
is opened in the most of networks. The HTTPS (HTTP Secure) protocol is an
encrypted variant of HTTP. Using the HTTPS is advantageous for a malware: it
mimics an ordinary WWW document request, has a large chance that a firewall
does not stop the communication, and the encrypted content is not readable. One
solution would be to read the packet by a proxy, decript it and check the content.
This technique has numerous disadvantages, as it is computationally expensive,
technically complicated (an HTTPS communication is designed to be encrypted
end-to-end), and breaks the privacy of users [21].

More promising solution has been shown by Kohout and Pevný [19]. Instead
of analysing the content of a single packet, they consider high-level data of a
whole connection, such as the total number of sent bytes, the total number of
received bytes, and the duration of the request. In order to be able to describe
the behavior of the servers, they classify not a single connection, but a set of
connections to a server. The process is successfully utilized to discover groups
of web servers running the same application. In [20], the authors use a similar
technique to detect persistent malign connections, especially botnets. Lokoč et
al. [24] organized the high-level features in a metric space and experimented with
supervised machine learning methods, linear and approximate k-NN classification.
While it was shown that the problem was not linearly separable (the performance
of the linear classifier was low), the results of the approximate k-NN method were
better by an order of magnitude. As the size of network traffic logs grows larger,
distributed computing is needed to ensure a fast, scalable solution. Thus, in [4], an
approximate k-NN method from [24] was rewritten in MapReduce, a distributed
computation framework.

The objective of this work is to compare multiple k-NN methods, suitable for
the network traffic datasets similar to the one used in [24] and [4]. It has two
specific properties. First, the volume of data may be potentionally huge and we
forced to use distributed computing methods. Secondly, the dimensionality of
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the values is large; it ranges from 200 to 1000 dimensions. Since the “obvious”
properties of metric spaces cease to work in high dimensions, the additional di-
mensionality may significantly worsen the performance of a method. Although
the k-NN is a widely adopted method in the field of machine learning, most
of the articles interested in k-NN joins in MapReduce focuses on data of lower
dimensions.

While we concentrate on malware detection, the outcome of this thesis is not
supposed to be domain-specific: the results should be usable for any datasets
containing an additional number of dimensions. We also provide a centralized
(non-distributed) k-NN method for performance comparison.

The work is organized as follows. Chapter 1 provides necessary information on
machine learning and k-NN, the Big Data phenomenon, and our distributed com-
putation environment, MapReduce and Apache Hadoop. Chapter 2 introduces
the network traffic descriptors and the methods of preprocessing and getting a
usable dataset. Chapter 3 describes the distributed k-NN methods, chapter 4
the centralized method. Chapter 5 shows the results of thorough experiments,
performed on a Hadoop cluster.
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1. Preliminaries

1.1 Metric spaces and similarity model, norm
When working with a set, there is often a need for defining similarity or a distance
of two objects. The purpose of metric spaces and metric functions is to axiomatize
the intuitive concept of distances. Let us have a pair (X, δ), where X is a non-
empty set and δ is a function δ : X × X → R+

0 . The pair (X, δ) is a metric space
and δ is a metric function when the following axioms are satisfied:

• ∀x, y ∈ X : δ(x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y

• ∀x, y ∈ X : δ(x, y) = δ(y, x)

• ∀x, y, z ∈ X : δ(x, y) + δ(y, z) ≥ δ(x, z) (triangle inequality)

Figure 1.1: Triangle inequality

Similarity measure can be expressed as an inverse of a metric function (low
distance means high similarity and vice versa).

In the next chapters, we are going to work with metric spaces (X, δ), where
X = Rn. Examples of popular metric functions in Rn follow:

• L2 distance (Euclidian distance): δ(x, y) =
√∑n

i=1(xi − yi)2

• L1 distance (taxicab distance): δ(x, y) = ∑n
i=1 |xi − yi|

• L∞ distance: δ(x, y) = maxn
i=1(|xi − yi|)

In a vector space V over a field F , a norm assigns a non-negative size to each
vector. Formally, a norm is a function ||.|| : V → R+

0 satisfying the following
properties for each u, v ∈ V and α ∈ F :

• ||v|| = 0 ⇔ v = 0

• ||αv|| = |α| · ||v||

• ||u|| + ||v|| ≥ ||u + v||

The common norms of vector spaces over R or C are counterparts to the
common metric functions, as the Li norm of a vector v is an Li distance of v
from the zero vector:
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• L2 norm (Euclidian norm): ||v|| =
√∑n

i=1 v2
i

• L1 norm: ||v|| = ∑n
i=1 |vi|

A vector v′ ∈ V is a normalization of a vector v when it holds v′ = v
||v|| . The

norm of v′ is always 1.

1.2 Gaussian (normal) distributions
The class of Gaussian distributions is widely used in statistics, due to the fact
it approximates a large number of natural phenomena [26]. First, we consider a
univariate Gauss distribution; its density function is

f(x) = 1
σ

√
2π

exp
(

−(x − µ)2

2σ2

)

The parameter µ is the mean or expected value, as well as the median. The
parameter σ is the standard deviation. [13]

The multivariate Gauss distribution over d-dimensional vectors x ∈ Rd is

f(x) = 1
(2π)d/2

√
|ΣΣΣ|

exp
(

−1
2(x − µµµ)TΣΣΣ−1(x − µµµ)

)

Here, the parameter µµµ is a mean vector of dimension d, ΣΣΣ is a d-by-d covariance
matrix and ΣΣΣ−1 is the inverse matrix of ΣΣΣ. The components of the input vectors
may be thought of as d features that are possibly correlated. [13]

1.3 Machine learning
The most common machine learning methods and introduction to the topic is
studied in [13, 2].

We define machine learning as a set of methods that can automatically detect
patterns in data, and then use the uncovered patterns to predict future data, or
to perform other kinds of decision making under uncertainty. [28] In the concept
of machine learning, an algorithm works over a set of data objects, where each
object is described by a collection of features. A feature is numerical (may be
either discrete or continuous), categorical (finite list of discrete values) or binary.
As an example, features of an e-mail message may include the number of lines of
text (discrete numerical feature) or the country of the sender (categorical feature).
All features of an object form a feature vector. [13]

Two main types of machine learning algorithms are utilized. The intention
of supervised methods is to find a prediction function which takes an object,
represented by a vector of features, and assigns it a target value to an object. As
an example, let us have a database of email messages, each message characterized
by a feature vector containing the subject of the message, the sender and other
descriptors: we may want to find a prediction function which takes a vector and
assigns it a probability that the message is a spam. A supervised method, in order
to be able to compose a learning function, requires a set of examples, database
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objects with correctly assigned target values. The performance of a method
should improve with additional data. The process of predicting a numerical target
value is called regression; predicting a categorical value is denoted as classification
and the prediction function as a classifier.

The common process of making a prediction function is to split the examples
in the train and test datasets. When the function is being constructed, only the
train datasets are available. Then, the function predicts the test objects target
values and these are compared to the correct target values. The performance of
a prediction function is assessed depending on the success of prediction.

Unsupervised methods, conversely, do not consider target values of objects:
instead, they try to find patterns (linear dependency of features, clusters of similar
objects) in given data. Since the target of this work is to find a method which
successfully decides whether an HTTPS communication is infected or not, our
further subject of interest are supervised classifiers.

Aside malware detection, which is tackled in this work, machine learning has
been successfully utilized in areas such as recommender systems [22], computer
vision [30] or natural language processing [34].

1.3.1 Binary classifiers
A binary classifier is a prediction function whose target value is binary. When
the function is made, it is tested on the objects and the predicted values are
compared to the correct values. For each of the objects, four different cases may
occur:

predicted value 0 1
correct target value 0 true negative false positive

1 false negative true positive

The overall performance of the classifier is measured by the ratio of true/false
positives/negatives among the total number of objects. In the following, TP ,
TN , FP , FN stand for the counts of the corresponding features:

• accuracy: T P +T N
T P +T N+F P +F N

• sensitivity: T P
T P +F N

• specificity: T N
F P +T N

An ideal classifier would be 100% accurate (all objects classified correctly), but
this situation can be rarely reached in reality. Instead, for a problem, we decide
whether we want to make a classifier with high sensitivity or high specificity. The
former case means that nearly all of the positive objects are classified correctly,
but there may be many false positives as well. The latter case means that when an
object is classified as positive, there is a high probability that it really is positive;
however, many positive objects may be classified as negative.

Many machine learning methods give a choice between high positivity and high
specificity by tuning their parameters. Suppose a binary classifier which classifies
objects according to the value of a single feature (other features are ignored). The
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Figure 1.2: Densities of positive (white) and negative (gray) objects, based on
the value of a feature

figure 1.2 shows some possible densities of positive and negative objects, based
on the value of a feature. The first graph is an ideal case, when the value of a
(truly) negative object is always less than the value of a positive object. Therefore,
there is a treshold value that perfectly divides negative and positive objects, and a
classifier deciding by this treshold value is 100% accurate. The other graphs show
a more frequent situation: in a certain interval of values, the objects are mixed
together. Our desire is, again, to select a treshold value for the classifier. The
second graph shows a balanced solution, with an approximatively equal number
of false positives and false negatives. In the third graph, we significantly lowered
the treshold, which nearly eliminated false negatives, but increased the number of
false positives. Here, the classifier would have large sensitivity, but low specificity.

1.3.2 k-NN join and approximate k-NN join task
Let us suppose two sets of objects in a metric space M = (Rn, δ): database (train)
objects S ⊂ Rn and query (test) objects R ⊂ Rn. The k-NN join (similarity join)
task is to find the k nearest neighbors for each query object q ∈ R from the set
S employing a metric function δ. For example, the L2 (Euclidian) metric could
be employed. Formally:

kNN(q, S) = {X ⊂ S; |X| = k ∧ ∀xi ∈ X, ∀y ∈ S − X : δ(q, xi) ≤ δ(q, y)}

and the k-NN similarity join is defined as:

R ⋊⋉ S = {(q, s)|q ∈ R, s ∈ kNN(q, S)}.

Because of the high computational complexity of similarity joins, we focus on
approximations of joins which can significantly reduce computation costs while
keeping reasonable precision. Formally, an approximate k-NN query for an object
q ∈ R is labeled as kNNa(q) and defined as ϵ-approximation of exact k-NN:

kNNa(q, S) = {X ⊂ S; |X| = k∧
max

xi∈kNN(q,S)
δ(q, xi) ≤ max

xi∈X
δ(q, xi) ≤ ϵ · max

xi∈kNN(q,S)
δ(q, xi)}

where ϵ ≥ 1 is an approximation constant. The corresponding approximate
k-NN similarity join is defined as:

R ⋊⋉a S = {(q, s)|q ∈ R, s ∈ kNNa(q, S)},
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The error of the similarity join approximation is measured as a mean of the
approximation errors of particular k-NN queries. The k-NN query approximation
precision (or recall with respect to the exact k-NN search) is defined as:

precision(k, q, S) = |kNN(q, S) ∩ kNNa(q, S)|
k

1.3.3 Classification using k-NN join task
Let us have a set of database (train) objects S and a set of query (test) objects
R. In order to predict a target value for an object r ∈ R, a kNN(r, S) is found
and the target value is determined according to the target values of the objects in
kNN(r, S), which are known to the prediction function. Note that in this case,
the train objects are searched during the classification, not before the classification
starts.

To classify an r ∈ R, we find the set of objects {s1, s2, . . . , sk} = kNN(r, S).
Let h(si) denote the target value of si and ĥ(r) denote the predicted value of r.
The classifier assigns the ĥ(r) depending on {h(s1), h(s2), . . . , h(sk)}.

1.3.4 High-dimensional data issues
The data that we consider in this work are organized in high-dimensional spaces
up to 1000 dimensions, so we need to point out various issues that arise when
working in such specific environment. The presented phenomena, in general de-
noted as the curse of dimensionality, do not occur in low-dimensional spaces and
may not be intuitive. The term was created by Richard Bellman [3].

As the dimensionality increases, the volume of the space increases exponen-
tially, making difficult to distinguish near and distant neighbors. Let us select
two random points in an n-dimensional hypercube and compare their distances
from the centre of the cube: it can be shown that with increasing dimensionality,
the ratio of the distances converges to 1, the difference between the distances
approaches zero [5].

To imagine this situation better, take a hypercube with edges of size 2r and the
centre in the origin and inscribe a hypersphere in it. In a space of dimensionality
d, the volume of the hypercube is (2r)d and the volume of the hypersphere is
(rdπd/2)/Γ(1 + d

2), where Γ denotes the gamma function. [43] With increasing
d, the ratio of the sphere and the cube converges to zero and the volume of
the sphere becomes insignificant. The maximum distance from the origin to a
corner of the cube is r

√
d. It turns out that a selected point will probably lie far

from the origin (not in the sphere, with distance ≤ 1) and with increasing d, the
probability increases.

As another example, consider a regular grid in a d-dimensional metric space
and suppose every vertex of the grid is occupied by an object. Using this dataset,
any object has 2d equally distant nearest objects. With increasing dimensionality,
it may easily happen that 2d > K: if our intention is to classify an object
depending on the values of its nearest neighbors, the predicted class may easily
differ with different neighbors selection, making classification utterly random.

Another problem arises when the most of dimensions contain noise values,
independent on the target value. Many classifiers fail to recognize the few di-
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mensions that give a good prediction [11, 13]. To overcome that, feature selection
methods are employed to select only the important dimensions. The criteria of
the selection are mostly heuristic. Principal Component Analysis [31] is one of
the frequently used methods, considering variance and correlations of features.

The previous examples show that additional dimensionality does not only pro-
vide a helpful source of data, but also makes some of the trivial presumptions
about metric spaces incorrect. Therefore, a machine learning method that per-
forms well in low-dimensional datasets does not necessarily yield good results in
high-dimensional datasets [11].

1.4 Big Data
The global amount of digital information has been exponentially growing: accord-
ing to IBM, 2.5 exabytes of data are generated every day [1]. Web services make
it easy for users to upload and share articles, images or videos; there is an in-
creasing number of embedded devices (eg. mobile phones, microphones, cameras)
capable of capturing and storing various digital data.

To name a few, large scale data are generated in medical research (DNA
analysis, patient logs [39], internet stores (customer data) or social networks.
Facebook, for example, handles 50 billion photos from its users [17]; eBay.com
uses 40PB clusters for merchandising [38]. The amount of data typically ranges
from terabytes to petabytes.

Naturally, there is a request of analysing such data: making statistics or de-
tecting patterns. Centralized approaches, storing and processing all data at one
machine, quickly become insufficient. Despite of constant parameters improve-
ment (described by Moore’s Law), it is hardly possible to fetch big datasets by a
single machine. While the storage capacities of hard drives have been increasing,
access speeds have not kept up. A process of reading all data on a drive, for
example, might take hours. [41]

As a consequence, parallel (distributed) approach is introduced: multiple ma-
chines (nodes) are used, connected over a network, each one storing a portion
of data. Although each of the machines is autonomous, together they provide a
single system. From the view of a user, the system is transparent: usually, the
user cannot tell the locality of nodes, or low-level details (operating systems, CPU
types) [37]. Each node serves as data storage and makes computations over a part
of data. Utilizing such an infrastructure brings many problems and challenges,
namely:

• How to deploy the files over the nodes? How to split a large file so the parts
can be saved separately?

• Should be random access possible? If it should, can it be efficient?

• As the memory of nodes is not shared, in which way can an algorithm be
rewritten to support the parallel approach?

• How to deal with a node failure?
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1.4.1 Definition of a term
The term Big Data was popularized by Doug Laney. It loosely denotes manage-
ment of datasets fulfilling three V’s: [23]

• Volume: The amount of data is that large than it cannot be processed by
centralized means, eg. relational databases. (The concrete size is constantly
changing with computer performance.)

• Variety: Data comes in various formats, such as text, audio, video and
others.

• Velocity: Data are generated and transferred as a continuous stream; it is
often our intention to process them in real time.

Later on, the definition was extended by two more V’s: [14, 27]

• Variability: The structure of data is not rigid and may change; parts of
data may be inconsistent and the processes are required to manage this.

• Value: Data analysis enables making business decisions that give a com-
pelling advantage.

1.4.2 MapReduce
Compared to centralized aproach, parallel data processing imposes new limita-
tions on algorithms, as the available storage and memory are split among the
nodes. Since network IO operations are generally slower than disc storage IO
operations by an order of magnitude, accessing memory from a different node
shows to be a time-consuming operation. The objective of parallel algorithms is
to perform target computations without excessive network transfer.

MapReduce is a framework for parallel computation, introduced by Dean and
Ghemawat [9]. The idea of the model is based on observation of distributed
algorithms, used in Google, Inc. by that time. MapReduce allows a user to
describe miscellaneous operations using two functions, map and reduce. The
responsibility for distribution of computation and data transfer between nodes is
left to the model itself.

The input of the framework is a set of key-value input pairs stored on the
nodes. The map phase transforms the pairs: on a node, for each pair, the map
function is launched and it eventually emits one or more intermediate key-value
pairs. When the operation is complete, the shuffle phase begins: its purpose is to
bring together pairs having the same key to a single node. In reduce phase, the
reduce function is run on such a group of pairs and it eventually emits key-value
pairs, serving as the output.

MapReduce has become one of the most popular frameworks for large-scale
processing, according to the number of submitted papers related to the model
[12]. It is worth noting that the paradigm has been criticized as well. The main
objections, summarized in an article by DeWitt and Stronebraker [10] include
low-levelness of operations (compared to relational database systems) and lack
of data schema. Jorgensen rejected these views in [18], explaining MapReduce
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Figure 1.3: MapReduce framework job processing [40]

was never intended to replace traditional database systems. Since the advent
of MapReduce, however, numerous projects (Pig, HBase) address some of the
claimed problems [41].

1.4.3 Apache Hadoop
Apache Hadoop is an open-source programming framework used for processing of
MapReduce jobs over large data in parallel. It has its origins in Apache Nutch,
a web search engine. By the time of developing the engine, the problem of scal-
ability emerged, as the proposed architecture would not be able to work with
billions of pages. The solution came with the publication of papers that dis-
cribed the architecture of Google’s distributed filesystem, called GFS [15], and
MapReduce [9]. Nutch Distributed FileSystem (NDFS), later renamed to Hadoop
Distributed FileSystem (HDFS) was implemented as an open-source application,
with MapReduce as the primary means of operating the data. A typical Hadoop
cluster consists of computers built from commodity hardware, which significantly
reduces purchase and running costs. [41]

The HDFS is designed to form a big virtual file space containing directories
and files, split in blocks. Physically, the blocks are stored on different data nodes
across the cluster. A block of data is, by default, replicated three times: to a
random node, to a node within the same rack, and to a node within a different
rack. This provides robustness in case of data node failure or network malfunction
and optimizes network traffic. The filesystem is designed to support immutable
and append-only files, any other change effectively requires rewriting the file from
scratch. Also, unlike GFS, concurrent append to a file is not supported.

The MapReduce infrastructure follows a client-server model: a master node,
called a jobtracker, controls the other nodes, tasktrackers. When a client submits
a job, the jobtracker locates the positions of the source file blocks and converts
them in input splits. Unlike the blocks, the input splits may serve as the input for
the Mapper classes. When using a text input format, for example, a map function
accepts a single line of text and therefore, each input split contains complete lines
(for a block, this may not apply). Since the tasktrackers, most of time, serve also
as the data nodes, it is ensured that a node works primarily with its local data.
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When the splitting is completed, the map phase begins. For each split, a Mapper
class is constructed and the map function, provided by the client, is repeatedly
run on the parts of the split. The emitted key-value pairs are stored in a local
filesystem (not in HDFS).

The jobtracker continuously receives a list of the keys. For each key, it selects
a tasktracker whose job is to contact the other nodes, receive the pairs containing
the assigned key and save them locally. When all mappers have finished, a reduce
phase is performed on this tasktracker. The Reducer class is constructed and
the reduce function, provided by the client, is run, accepting the key and an
iterable object giving access to values. To avoid overfilling the RAM, the values
are loaded sequentially from the local filesystem. The key-value pairs emitted by
the reducer are saved in an output directory in HDFS. Since concurrent append
is not supported, each reducer allocates its own file.

Thanks to the popularity of the framework, many other programs were de-
veloped to work on top or alongside Hadoop. Examples include Apache Pig
(writing MapReduce jobs using a high-level language), Apache Hive (an SQL-like
interface) or Apache Storm (processing streaming data) [41].
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2. Feature extraction and
classification
Before we use k-NN methods for classification, we need to deal with issues re-
garding the network traffic data preprocessing. Our starting presumption is that
in a local network, the connections between local computers and outer servers
are logged and the data about each connection are available to us. The task is
to consider the available information about network packets and select features
which will describe a single HTTPS connection. To represent a more complex
behaviour of a program, the connection information must be merged in a sin-
gle, compact structure. The summarized representations of HTTPS data were
investigated by Mgr. Jan Kohout and Ing. Tomáš Komárek.

2.1 HTTPS messages
As stated in preface, studying contents of HTTPS segments by routers is imprac-
ticable due to technical, performance and privacy reasons. Therefore, it is not
possible to describe a connection using the entries from the header of the message
(eg. the URL) or the content. Instead, we follow the idea of [19, 20] and describe
a single connection using the following high-level features:

• client ID mcli ID of the client (a computer in the local network)

• time mt of the beginning of the request (the number of minutes from a
certain point in time)

• bytes sent mup from the client to the server

• bytes received mdown by the client from the server

• duration mdur of the request (in milliseconds)

• inter-arrival time mia between two consecutive requests from the same
user and server (in seconds)

A vector of the features is denoted as a message. The advantage is that the
selected features are typically logged by web proxies and, therefore, are easily
obtainable [4]. The variables mup, mdown, mdur and mia are also transformed by
log(1 + x) to decrease the dynamic range.

2.2 Feature extraction
A communication snapshot is a set of messages of a concrete client in a certain
period of time. We group the messages by clients and time because the target
is to detect infected client computers (conversely, the task of web servers hosting
similar applications [19] grouped the messages by the server ID). Due to the
properties of available data, the time axis is split in 5-minute periods, each given
an ID. Thus, a unique key of a shapshot is a tuple (client ID, 5-minute ID).
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Grouping the messages itself is not sufficient since the classifiers that we con-
sider work only with feature vectors, not with sets of vectors. The objective is
to define a fingerprinting function F : N → Rn, which takes N, a set of tuples
(mup, mdown, mdur, mia) and creates a feature vector of size n, which is called a
descriptor of the communication snapshot [20]. The concrete n depends on the
function used, but must be constant. Naturally, the fingerprinting function is
required to preserve as much data from the original set as it is possible. Several
extraction methods have been studied in this field:

2.2.1 Hard joint histograms
Let us assume that input values are from an interval [u, v). The domain is uni-
formly split in b bins. The range of n-th bin, n ∈ {1, . . . , b} corresponds to an
interval (ei−1, ei), where

ei = u + i
v − u

b

Each bin captures the number of observed values in its range. To make a
fingerprint of a set of messages, a histogram of b4 bins is created, splitting the do-
main in each dimension. Let tuple (a1, a2, a3, a4) denote a bin counting messages

(u1, u2, u3, u4) where ∀x ∈ {1, . . . , 4} : eax−1 ≤ ux < eax

Thus, there is one bin for each combination of ranges. The process of creating
a fingerprint consists of iterating through the set of messages and raising the
counters of the corresponding bins. The output feature vector is an L1-normalized
serialization of histogram bins (see Section 1.1); therefore, the length of the vector
is b4 and the sum of all values of the vector is 1.

2.2.2 Soft joint histograms
When extraction is made using hard histograms, the selected bin counter is raised
by one irrespectively how close the value is to the boundaries of the bin. This
makes output vectors sensitive to small changes in data. Soft histograms, on
the contrary, update two closest bins in each dimension, the update values are
proportional to the distance of the input vector values.

We start with the same histogram of b4 bins as in the previous case. Let
(u1, u2, u3, u4) denote a message and suppose that, in the hard joint histogram
case, in would be assigned to the bin (a1, a2, a3, a4). Instead, all bins

{(a1 + i1, . . . , a4 + i4)|(i1, . . . , i4) ∈ {0, 1}4}

are updated with values

4∏
j=1

(
1 −

uj − eaj−1

eaj
− eaj−1

)1−ij
(

uj − eaj−1

eaj
− eaj−1

)ij

For one-dimensional histogram, the situation is depicted in Figure 2.2.2. As in
the hard joint histogram case, the output feature vector is an L1-normalized
serialization of histogram bins.

Both hard and soft joint histograms have been studied in [19, 20, 4].
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Figure 2.1: A one-dimensional soft histogram is updated with value 2.6 [19]

2.2.3 Soft/Hard Gaussian Mixture Model
The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a probabilistic model featuring K ran-
dom variables Ni, each of them following multivariate Gauss distribution with
parameters µµµi ∈ Rd and ΣΣΣi ∈ Rd×d. For the domain of HTTPS messages, we
assign d := 4. Our presumption is that every message was generated by exactly
one of the variables. For now, let us suppose that the parameters have been
already obtained. When extracting, a feature vector of size K is initialized, each
bin assigned to a random variable and holding a counter. The set of the messages
is iterated and for a message vector u = (u1, u2, u3, u4) the probability of getting
u from the variable Ni is computed:

P (u|µµµi,ΣΣΣi) = 1
(2π)2

√
|ΣΣΣi|

exp
(

−1
2(u − µµµi)TΣΣΣ−1

i (u − µµµi)
)

Similarly as in the histograms model, the hard and soft variant of GMM is distin-
guished. In the hard variant, the distribution Ni with the largest probability is
selected and its counter is raised by one. In the soft variant, the counter of each
distribution is raised by the computed probability. Before returning, the vector
is L1-normalized.

The difficult task is to find µµµi and ΣΣΣi parameters for the distributions. These
are established in the pre-processing phase for all the messages, independently on
a client or five-minute ID. To perform the estimation, the Expectation-Maximiza-
tion algorithm is used. [13] The number of demanded distributions K must
be provided by the user. Let U1, U2, . . . , Un denote observed quadruplets and Zij

denote random binary variables, where Zij = 1 if and only if the Ui was generated
by the distribution Nj; otherwise, Zij = 0. Note that while concrete values of
sample Xi are known, the Zij variables are unobserved (latent).

The EM algorithm consists of an arbitrary number of iterations. We start
with a random estimation of µµµi and ΣΣΣi and in each iteration, the estimations are
improved. Let µµµt

i and ΣΣΣt
i denote estimates of parameters in the t-th iteration.

Each iteration consists of two steps. In the Expectation step, we update the
latent variables:

E[zij|U1, . . . , Un, θt] =
f(Ui|µµµt

j,ΣΣΣt
j)

ΣK
k=1f(Ui|µµµt

k,ΣΣΣt
k)

where f stands for the multivariate Gaussian density function.
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Figure 2.2: An example of univariate GMM for two functions. Originally, the set
was created by random sampling Gaussian distributions with µ = 10, θ = 2 (red
points) and µ = 20, θ = 5 (blue points). The figure depicts the GMM made over
the set; note that the parameters of the functions may differ according to the
initial configuration of the EM algorithm.

In the Maximization step, we employ the newly updated latent values to
compute parameters θt+1:

θt+1 = argmaxθ E
[
P (∪n

i=1 ∪K
j=1 Ui ∪ Zij|θ)| ∪n

i=1 Ui, θt
]

The complete construction can be found in [13]. While tens of iterations are
usually enough to find a stationary configuration of parameters θ, there often
exists more than one such a configuration. Therefore, the algorithm should be
run multiple times with default starting configurations [13].
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3. Distributed methods
description
In this chapter, we study three different MapReduce-based methods which offer
diverse ways of approximate query processing with a promising trade-off between
error and computation time, when compared to exact k-NN similarity joins. We
revise and adapt all algorithms for high-dimensional data. We also discuss im-
plementation difficulties and other modifications.

3.1 Pivot-based approach
The original version of this approximate k-NN join algorithm [4] utilizes pivot
space partitioning based on a set of preselected global pivots Pi. This approach
was inspired by the Lu et al. work [25], which focused on exact similarity joins.
The algorithm is composed of two main phases: the preprocessing phase and the
actual k-NN join computation phase.

In the preprocessing phase, both sets of database and query objects (S and
R) are distributed into Voronoi cells Ci using the Voronoi space partitioning
algorithm according to the preselected pivots Pi (a cell Ci is determined by the
pivot Pi). Next, all distances dj i from objects oj ∈ S ∪ R to all pivots Pi (dj i =
d(oj, Pi)) have to be computed, and for every object oj the nearest pivot Pn with
the distance djn is stored within the oj data record. Also, global statistics are
evaluated for every Voronoi cell Ci such as covering radius, number of objects
oj and total size of all objects oj in the particular cell Ci. At the end of the
preprocessing phase, the Voronoi cells Ci are grouped together into bigger groups
Gl (Gl = ∪i∈l Ci). Every group Gl should contain objects of a similar total size
to properly balance further parallel k-NN join workload. The number of groups
Gl should also correspond to the number of reducers used in the next phase.

The second phase performs k-NN join of two sets S and R in a parallel
MapReduce environment (one MapReduce job). Every computing unit (one re-
ducer redl) receives a subset Sl ⊂ S of database objects and Rl ⊂ R of query
objects corresponding to a group Gl precomputed in the previous phase. Be-
cause not all nearest neighbors-valid candidates for query objects ql ∈ Rl may
be present in a group Gl (especially for query objects near Gl space bound-
aries), the replication heuristic is employed. Database objects on ∈ Sn ∈ Cn

(Sn ⊂ S ∧ ∀on ∈ Sn, on ∈ Cn) from the nearest Voronoi cells Cn ⊂ C are repli-
cated into the group Gl (reducer redl). Specifically, every database object ol ∈ Sl

from a cell Cl is replicated to all cells Cn ⊂ C and corresponding groups Gm ⊂ G
where |Cn| = ReplicationThreshold (constant determining number of replica-
tions), Gm = ∪ Gi: Gi ∩ Cn ̸= ∅ and ∀Px ∈ Cn, ∀Py ̸∈ Cn : d(Pl, Px) ≤ d(Pl, Py),
Pl ∈ Cl. Additional details of this algorithm can be found in the original paper
[4]. The output of a reducer redl is a set of the k nearest neighbors for every
query object ql ∈ Rl.

An overview of the space partitioning and replication algorithm is depicted in
Figure 3.1.a.
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Figure 3.1: An example of the Voronoi space partitioning and replication of
database objects on ∈ S. (a) depicts the replication based on distances between
pivots pi. For the ReplicationThreshold = 2 only the object o3 is replicated to
the other group G1, whereas o1 and o2 have the closest pivot to the corresponding
pivot pi (in the cell ci) in the same group. (b) Scenario for the MaxRecDepth = 2;
all three objects on near groups boundaries are replicated to the other group
because the second closest pivot to the objects on lies in the other group.

3.1.1 Algorithm revision
In this work, we use a slightly modified version of the previously described algo-
rithm. The main difference is the utilization of a repetitive (recursive) Voronoi
partitioning inspired by indexing techniques in metric spaces such as M-Index
[29]. Basically, every object oj is identified by a pivot permutation [6] determined
by a set of closest pivots instead of a single closest pivot. The modification influ-
ences mainly the preprocessing phase and also the database objects replication
heuristic. The new algorithm is summarized in Figure 3.1.b.

We define a new parameter MaxRecDepth which sets a threshold for the
maximum depth of the Voronoi space partitioning. In the preprocessing phase,
for every object oj (oj ∈ S ∪R) a set of n distances dj i (dj i = d(oj, Pi)) is selected
and stored with the nearest pivots Pj

n ⊂ P where |Pj
n| = MaxRecDepth and

∀x ∈ n, ∀y ̸∈ n : djx ≤ djy.
The replication heuristic in the beginning of the second phase utilizes repet-

itive partitioning in a similar way to the original approach but the nearest cells
Cn are not determined by the distance of corresponding pivots but precomputed
in the preprocessing phase. Specifically, every database object ol ∈ Sl from a cell
Cl is replicated to all cells Cn ⊂ C and corresponding groups Gm ⊂ G where
|Cn| = MaxRecDepth, Gm = ∪ Gi: Gi ∩ Cn ̸= ∅ and ∀Px ∈ Cn : Px ∈ Pl

n (Pl
n

are stored nearest pivots to the object ol).

3.2 Space filling curve approach
Yao et al. [42] proposed the use of space-filling curves for approximate k-NN
computation in relational databases. A space-filling curve is a bijection which
maps an object in n-dimensional space to a one-dimensional value, preserving
original objects locality with high probability. Of these functions, the authors
chose z-order curve, whose value (referenced as z-value) can be computed easily
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by interleaving binary representation of coordinate values. When querying the
database, the z-value of the query object is calculated and k database objects with
nearest z-values are returned. Sorting the objects by their z-values in advance,
the querying step can be done efficiently in logarithmic time. The picture 3.2
shows the z-order curve in 2-dimensional space.

While the z-curve preserves locality of points with high probability, some near-
est neighbors might be omitted. To reach a more precise solution, c independent
copies of the database are produced, each of them shifted by a random vector
vi ∈ Rn, i ∈ {1 . . . c}; that means, for any object with coordinates vector p, the
result value in copy Ci is equal to p + vi. For database copy Ci, z-values of
modified objects are computed and sorted in a list Li.

When querying the database, the query object is shifted by each vi as well,
producing a vector of c z-values. For the i-th value, Li is queried and the k nearest
values are taken. Thus, c · k candidates are collected in total, their distance to
the query object is computed and k nearest candidates are returned.

The centralized solution has been adapted for the MapReduce framework and
was originally published in the paper by Zhang et al. [45]. Both the database
and query objects are stored in HDFS. The random vectors and multiple copies
approach is utilized as well. Moreover, to distribute the work among the nodes,
the objects in each copy are split in n partitions, depending on their z-value.
Inside each partition, we take all query objects and find k nearest database object
candidates. Each partition is processed by a separate reducer. Using a suitable
number of partitions and having data equally distributed, the portion of data for
each reducer is small enough to be stored in a node memory.

Every database object belongs to exactly one partition. We must be ensured,
however, that the partition contains all nearest neighbor candidates. That is, in
each partition, a query object with maximum z-value needs k database objects
with higher z-values copied over (if any exist). For a query object with minimum
z-value, the case is analogical. Since the intention is to distribute the objects
equally, the best boundary points would be 1

n
, 2

n
, . . . , n−1

n
quantiles of Li. In

the MapReduce environment, however, this is expensive to compute: instead,
objects are sampled and depending on their values, approximate quantiles are
determined.

The implemented solution uses three MapReduce jobs. The first job, while
initializing, produces random vectors and saves them. The mappers compute z-
values for every object and shift, emitting tuples (objectId, shiftId, zValue) and
writing them back to HDFS. In addition, with probability ϵ, the object is sampled
and the corresponding z-values are sent to the reduce phase. For every shift, a
reducer loads all sampled objects in the memory and, based on the distribution
of z-values, determines the range values for partitions and writes them back to
HDFS for the next step.

In the second job, a mapper takes a previously created tuple and emits a <key,
value> pair for every partition that the object belongs to. A reducer accepts the
data of one of the partitions and loads them in memory. Using the z-values, it
finds the k nearest database objects for each query object. Transforming z-values
of the objects, the coordinates are regained. Distances between a query object
and each candidate are determined using the original metric function d. The
algorithm emits tuples (objectId, candidateId, distance) and writes them back
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Figure 3.2: Z-order curve in 2-dimensional space: all objects are mapped to a
line (1-dimensional space), while their locality is preserved with high probability.

to HDFS. For every query object, this approach produces c · k candidates. The
purpose of the third job is to compare the distances. For each query object, its k
closest candidates are considered as the output of the k-NN join.

3.2.1 Implementation revision
The Java source code of the MapReduce solution was provided by its authors. We
modified it and adjusted the data structures to fit our object representations. For
the purposes of high-dimensional data computation, it was important to find a
compact way how to represent and serialize z-values. In the original code, String
objects were utilized; we edited the classes to use BigInteger objects instead.

We also altered the behavior of the reducers used in the second phase. The
original source code caches the objects of a partition in a local (node) file system.
This method is advantageous for large partition sizes. For our data, however, we
found it better to load the objects directly to a node memory. This approach has
the advantage of faster running times.

The original z-curve functions assume integer dimension values. Since our
datasets contain float values, we transformed and rescaled all values to fit integer
structures. Notice this does not change the nearest neighbors sets.

The algorithm itself has not been modified.

3.3 Locality sensitive hashing approach
Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [16, 8] is another technique that has been used
in the context of k-NN Similarity Join algorithms. Specifically, Stupar et al. pro-
posed RankReduce [36], a MapReduce-based approximate algorithm to solve the
k-NN Similarity Join problem using LSH. The key idea behind the RankReduce
approach is to integrate hashing techniques to assign similar objects to similar
fragments in the distributed file system. This distribution enables an effective
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generation of candidate neighbors to identify the k nearest neighbors. RankRe-
duce is composed of a pre-processing step and a single MapReduce job. During
the pre-processing step, an LSH index is built using a set of j hash functions of
the form ha,B(v) = ⌊(a · v + B)/W ⌋. The evaluation of these functions on each
input record v generates a result vector of length j. Each different value of this
vector represents a bucket of data in the LSH index (containing all the associated
records). W is a tuning parameter and affects the number of generated buckets.
After this step, the algorithm applies the same set of hash functions to the query
points and identifies the subset of buckets that will be used in the MapReduce
job.

The Map function of the MapReduce job receives a subset of records vn ∈ S
and the set of query points R, and computes the distance between the record and
each query point. The Map stage keeps track of the local k-nearest neighbors
of each query point qi. The cleanup subroutine of the Map stage outputs the
local k-nearest neighbors of each query point qi. The Map output has the form
⟨(qi, dist(qi, vn)), vn⟩.

The Reduce function receives all the local k nearest neighbors identified in
multiple Map nodes and selects the global k nearest neighbors.

3.3.1 Implementation revision
Since we could not obtain the source code from the authors of the original paper,
we implemented this algorithm from scratch. We closely followed the algorithm
presented in [36]. However, we made specific choices during the implementation
process. For the distributions of query points to all the Map nodes, we used the
Distributed Cache feature of Hadoop. This query distribution technique is one
of weaker links of the method as it assumes relatively small number of query
objects, all queries are sent to all Mappers and is not scalable.

Regarding the dataset, it is not clear in the original paper [36], how general
(non-binary) datasets should be pre-processed to work with the algorithm. In
our experiments, we found that directly using our test datasets would generate a
single bucket. To increase the number of buckets, we pre-processed our dataset
applying the standard normal transformation.

In addition, the pre-processing steps were also implemented using MapReduce.
As a result, the overall process is composed of three MapReduce jobs. The
first one gathers statistics for the transformation, the second one transforms the
objects, computes the hash values and filters the objects out and the last one
performs the join. While the MapReduce jobs speed up the pre-processing steps,
there are some issues as well. In the second job, the bucket of each hash value
has to be materialized in memory. Therefore, a larger amount of node memory
is needed.

When utilizing more hashing tables, some database objects are chosen mul-
tiple times. In our measurements, for higher W values the number of processed
database objects almost doubled. Authors in the original paper discussed this
topic and their conclusion was that it is not worth it to pre-process and filter
unique database data. But, in higher dimensions the similarity computations are
more expensive, and this approach should be reconsidered in future work.
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4. Centralized method
description
Aside the MapReduce methods, we employ a centralized k-NN join method to
compare the performance. For now, the environment consists of a single computer
and single random access memory, as it is formalized in eg., Random access
machine model [7].

We employ the k-NN join method proposed by Lokoč et al. [24] We assume
both sets of database and query objects are stored on a local drive file system.
The algorithm originates from a näıve k-NN join approach. As a pre-processing
step, the set of database objects S is loaded in the memory and for every object
in the query set R, we compute the distance from all objects in S, getting the set
of k nearest neighbors.

To improve the method, there must be found a way how to filter out groups
of database objects without having to compute a distance function. Lokoč et
al. utilize the fact that the objects are members of a metric space and propose
building an M-Index structure [29] over the database objects. To build the index,
a group of k pivots Pi, ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , k, Pi ∈ S is randomly selected and each object
in S is assigned to the nearest Pi. The objects assigned to Pi form a Voronoi
cell Ci. For each cell we store its radius ri, the maximum distance from Pi to all
objects in Ci. A partition ball of the cell Ci is a ball of the radius ri, centered at
Pi. Moreover, we also store distance of each object in S to its nearest pivot.

Let us have a query object q ∈ R. To perform an approximate k-NN search,
the Voronoi cells are sorted by the distances from q to all pivots. Then, the
cells are consecutively searched for nearest neighbors, starting with the cell of
the closest pivot to q. During the search, we maintain the set of k actual nearest
candidate objects from S. A query radius stands for the maximum distance of an
actual candidate object from q; note that the query radius can only get smaller,
in case a closer candidate from S is found. A query ball is a ball of the query
radius, centered at q. To speed up the search, optimization methods are used.

Figure 4.1: The lowerbounding optimization. (a) If |δ(q, p) − δ(o, p)| is greater
than the query ball radius, the object o can be skipped. (b) A similar principle
is utilized for skipping of whole partitions. [24]
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First, when a new cell Ci is about to be searched, it is checked whether the
partition ball of Ci overlaps with the current query ball. If it does not, then the
partition is skipped. Second, when an object in a cell Ci is considered a candidate,
prior to computing the distance to q, the absolute value of the difference of the
pre-computed distance from the object to its pivot Pi and the pre-computed
distance from Pi to q is compared to the query radius (see Figure 4.1). If the
object cannot lie in the query ball, due to the triangle inequality, it is skipped. As
the last optimization, the user defines a maximum number of visited objects M .
After the number of inspected objects in S reaches M , the search is terminated
and the current list of k candidates is returned. Due to this heuristics, the search
is approximate (if M is set to |S|, an exact join is performed). Note that the
heuristics is similar to the approximation method of the distributed pivot-based
approach (see Section 3.1).

The source code of the solution was provided by its authors. We have rewritten
it so it could share some parts with the source codes of the other methods. The
algorithm itself has not been modified.
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5. Experimental evaluation
In this chapter, we experimentally evaluate and compare the presented k-NN
similarity join algorithms. The emphasis is put on precision, time complexity
and the performance of classification while processing high-dimensional data. We
describe the test datasets, test platforms and performance measures, then we find
the best parameters for all the methods and, finally, we compare the performance
of the approaches in multiple testing scenarios.

5.1 Description of datasets
In the experiments, we perform malign traffic classification using k-NN similarity
joins on three vector datasets containing extracted feature vectors, as explained
in Chapter 2. The HTTPS messages were logged by proxy routers and collected
by the Cisco cloud.1 There are three datasets containing vectors of 200, 600 and
1000 dimensions.

Features were transformed into vectors using two techniques. The dataset with
200 dimensions was created by a uniform feature mapping into a 4-dimensional
hypercube. In the datasets with 600 and 1000 dimensions, each HTTPS message
was assigned to the closest pre-trained Gaussian utilizing the Gaussian Mixture
Model. This is a difference to previous works, which used joint histograms for
extraction [24, 4]. The GMM feature extraction algorithm is also implemented
in the MapReduce framework. All datasets are divided into the database S and
query points R. The number of database objects is equal to about |S| = 450000
objects. The size of the query part is equal to about |R| = 320000 objects in
every dataset. Every object contains an ID, a vector of values and a classification
(benign/malign).

The size of datasets vary accordingly to dimensions from 0.5 GB to 2 GB
of data in text format. We employ the Euclidean (L2) distance metric as the
similarity measure.

5.1.1 File format
For the representation of a database of objects, we use a text file containing one
object at a line. The format of each line is as follows:

ClientID FiveMinuteID;Classif;Default;Dim1:Value1;Dim2:Value2:...

The ClientID and FiveMinuteID variables are integral. The Classif variable
is either 0 (the object is benign) or 1 (the object is malign). The DimN variable
determines the number of dimension for which is assigned the ValueN variable.
For dimensions which are not present in any of the DimN variables, a value in the
field Default is assigned. This approach is used to save space.

In addition, it must be determined whether an object lies in a database (train)
dataset or in a query (test) dataset. For this purpose, each line must be annotated
by inserting the identifier of the corresponding dataset in the beginning of the
line:

1Due to non-disclosure agreements, the datasets are not available to public.
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DatasetID,ClientID FiveMinuteID;Classif;. . . as the previous

5.2 Description of test platform
For the MapReduce-based methods, the experiments ran on a virtualized Hadoop
2.6.0 cluster with 20 worker nodes, each having 6GB RAM and 2 core CPU
(Intel(R) Xeon(R) running at 2.20GHz). All algorithms were implemented in
Java 1.7.

For the centralized method, a machine with an Intel Xeon X5660 CPU, 2.8
GHz, 12 cores supporting hyper-threading, 20GB of RAM, running Windows
Server 2016 Standard was used for experiments.

5.3 Classification process
As it was explained in Chapter 1, we use the k-NN join task to build a classifier
which assigns a target value to an object r ∈ R according to the k nearest neigh-
bors in the dataset S. All objects in the available datasets contain information
whether an object is benign (0) or malign (1). Although we might require the
classifier to predict 0 or 1, this would not reflect the certainty of the prediction.
Instead, we think of the target value as a probability that the object r is infected.
Thus, the domain of the target value is [0, 1].

Supposing kNN(r, S) are the nearest neighbors of r in S and h(x) is the target
value of an object x, the prediction function ĥ assigns a probability as follows:

ĥ(r) =
∑

s∈kNN(r,S) h(s)
k

Thus, the more neighbors of r are infected, the larger is the probability that r is
infected.

The problem of the function ĥ is that the range of output values is small,
containing only multiples of 1/k. For the purpose of FP-50 classification (see
Section 5.4), we use a function ĥ1 which assigns a pair of values to an object:

ĥ1(r) =
⎛⎝∑s∈kNN(r,S) I [h(s) = 1]

k
, −

∑
s∈kNN(r,S)

I [h(s) = 1] · δ(r, s)
⎞⎠

where I is an indicator function. The equation means that besides the number
of infected neighbors, we also take into account the sum of the distances from r
to the infected objects. The closer such objects are, the larger is the probability
of r being infected. The pairs are sorted in lexicographical order, taking the ratio
of infected neighbors as a primary variable.

5.4 Description of performance measures
We monitor three measures in order to assess the performance of methods:

• time, in seconds, of both pre-processing and k-NN join,
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• precision, as defined in Chapter 1,

• FP-50 measure for assessing the malware classification, as defined by
Pevný and Ker [32]:

e = 1
|I−|

∑
i∈I−

I
[
ĥ1(xi) > median{ĥ1(xj)|j ∈ I+}

]
where I− are indices of the benign training objects, I+ indices of the in-
fected objects and ĥ1(x) is output of the classifier of an object. The measure
determines the percentage of incorrectly classified objects, thus it holds that
the smaller the FP-50 rate, the better the classifier is.

One of our targets is to build a classifier having very small false positive rate,
since a large number of false alarms would render the NIDS system unusable [4].
The reason for the FP-50 measure is that we are willing to miss 50% of infected
objects in order to keep the number of false positive objects to minimum.

5.5 Distributed methods evaluation
In this section, we investigate parameters for every MapReduce-based algorithm.
Note that all time values include not only k-NN similarity join running time but
also preprocessing time complexity.

5.5.1 Fine tuning of experimental methods
The parameter tuning tests ran on the 1000-dimensional dataset and the k value
was set to 5. Our target was to find a reasonable compromise between precision
and running time.
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parameters tuning: precision
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Figure 5.2: Pivot-based approach
parameters tuning: FP-50

In figures 5.1 and 5.2, we compare the ReplicationThreshold and MaxRec-
Depth parameters for the pivot-based (Voronoi) approach. Although lower pa-
rameter values run faster, they don’t achieve convincing accuracy and FP-50
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rate. For the rest of the experiments, we fixed MaxRecDepth parameter to the
value 10 which promises the best running time and FP-50 trade off. In compara-
tive experiments, we didn’t employ the ReplicationThreshold at all. In general,
the Voronoi space partitioning approach used 2000 randomly preselected pivots,
Voronoi cells Ci were grouped into 18 distinct groups Gl and the filter parameter
[4] was set to 0.05.

You may notice that total running time for some lower parameter values is
longer than for following higher values, e.g. ReplicationThreshold = 3 and 5 or
MaxRecDepth = 1 and 3. Despite more replications, shorter k-NN evaluation
time is caused by the effective candidates processing in the actual algorithm eval-
uation on each reducer where parent filtering and lower bound filtering techniques
in a metric space are utilized [4]. This means the closer k objects to each query
are found quicker (the range of a k-NN search is tighter), more candidates are
filtered out by the triangle inequality and the total number of actual distance
computations is lower, as explained in Chapter 3.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 display precision and time complexity for the Z-curve
approach for growing number of random vector shifts. We may observe that
more shifts slightly increases approximation precision and improve the FP-50 (for
k = 5), but, on the other hand, running time is prolonged significantly. In other
experiments, we fixed the number of shifts to value 5. We used 40 partitions, in
order to fit the number of reducers. The parameter ϵ was set to 0.008: greater
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values led to uneven sizes of partitions, whereas smaller values caused reducers in
the first phase to die due to the lack of memory (too many objects were sampled).
Notice that in the paper [45], different ϵ values did not affect the results.

In figures 5.5 and 5.6, we examine the influence of the parameter W to the
performance of the LSH method. With growing W , both precision and time
complexity increase substantially. The FP-50 fluctuates but generally, the result
is worse than in the case of the Z-curve or the pivot-based approach. For other
experiments, we fixed W to the value 10 in which the precision is acceptable
and running time is comparable to the Z-curve approach. Generally, we used
two hash tables (each one containing 20 hashing functions). In the performance
tests presented in the paper [36], two to four hash tables were found to produce
efficient results. For our data, using more values than two did not significantly
alter the performance.

5.5.2 Comparison of methods
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We propose multiple testing scenarios designed to test main aspects of each
MapReduce-based k-NN approximate similarity join algorithm and the derived
classifier.
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Figure 5.15: 1000-dimensional dataset: FP-50

Size-dependent computation

Each of the datasets, both train and test vectors, were sampled in order to create
subsets containing 1

4 , 1
2 , 3

4 and all of the original data. Since the number of
positive (infected) examples in the datasets was low, we preserved all of them
while sampling, while the negative (benign) examples were sampled randomly.
The methods were tested on each sample. The graphs 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show
that the running time generally increases with higher dimensionality and dataset
size. Observe that for the LSH method, the running time for 200-dimensional
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dataset is higher than the time for 600-dimensional dataset. The reason for this
unexpected behavior is that in the former case few objects were filtered out in
the hash-filtering phase. Surprisingly, the Z-curve method and the LSH method
are often slower than the exact algorithm. With the exception of the smallest
1000-dimensional samples, the pivot space method shows to be the fastest.

As we can see in the figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12, the approximation precision
of the methods does not significantly change with the size when each dataset is
considered separately. In all cases, the precision of the pivot space method is
clearly the highest, ranging from 73% for the 200-dimensional dataset up to 88%
for the 1000-dimensional dataset. For 600 and 1000 dimensions, the precision of
the Z-curve and LSH methods is very similar, fluctuating between 26% and 42%.
On the other hand, on the 200-dimensional dataset the LSH approach outperforms
the Z-curve in the precision aspect (about 50%), but runs substantially longer.
The measures show a different character of the 200-dimensional dataset and the
other datasets.

When considering the malware classification in figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15,
the performance of the Z-curve and the pivot-based approaches does not seem
to depend on the size. The FP-50 measure is bellow 1% with the exception
of the largest sample of the 1000-dimensional dataset. There, the measure in-
creases to 4.7% for the Z-curve method and to 3.3% for the pivot-based method.
Both approaches unambiguously outperformed the LSH approach which, for 200-
dimensional dataset, ranges from 3% to 8% and, for the other datasets, ranges
from 18% to 30%.

K-dependent computation

In the graphs 5.16 and 5.17, we investigate the influence of increasing the param-
eter k (from the k nearest neighbors) to the precision and total similarity join
time. All experiments were executed on the 1000-dimensional dataset. In general,
the precision slowly increases for the LSH and the Z-curve method and slowly
decreases for the pivot-based method. Time complexity is gradually increasing,
but the difference is only marginal. The results of the different approximation
methods follow trends identified in the previous graphs. The pivot space approach
outperforms other algorithms in both precision and time aspects, the LSH ap-
proach presents only a slightly better precision compared to the Z-curve, and the
Z-curve approach is the algorithm with the second best execution time.

The Figure 5.18 depicts that the pivot space approach results quickly converge
to low FP-50 values and k = 8 is sufficient to maintain near-zero rates. The same
applies to the Z-curve method, although needs slightly higher k values. The LSH
maintains its values at 30%.

Remember that the LSH approach requires sending all query objects to all
mappers. Maintaining the local k nearest neighbors is quite memory demanding.
Due to this limitation we were not able to measure the LSH performance for
higher k values on our cluster.

5.5.3 Centralized method evaluation
We performed the centralized approach on all data samples with different values
of M (maximum number of visited objects). We fixed the k value to 5 and
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the number of pivots to 400. For higher number of pivots, the results did not
significantly differ. In all cases, higher maximum number of visited objects leads
to longer computation time and larger precision. As depicted in figures 5.19, 5.20
and 5.21, the classification takes less than 30 minutes even for the largest dataset
when M ≤ 10000. A further increase of M from 10000 to 100000 causes the
method to slow down significantly.

For the 600-dimensional and 1000-dimensional dataset (see figures 5.23 and
5.24, the precision ranges from 69% to 94% and generally decreases with in-
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creasing sample size. To keep the precision values above 90%, M = 100000 is
demanded, whereas M = 4000 keeps the measure around 80%. For the 200-
dimensional dataset (Figure 5.22), however, the method fails to provide satis-
factory performance and the highest precision is 65% for the 1/4 sample. For
the FP-50 measure, surprisingly, the situation is inverse: considered the 200-
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Figure 5.27: 1000-dimensional dataset: FP-50 for the centralized approach

dimensional dataset (Figure 5.25, it reaches near-zero values independently on
the size and M , whereas the other datasets require larger number of maximum
visited objects to find a sufficient solution (figures 5.14 and 5.15.

5.5.4 Discussion
In the experiments, three related approximate MapReduce-based k-NN similar-
ity joins were investigated using settings recommended from the original papers.
Note that both Z-curve and LSH related papers used mainly just low-dimensional
datasets during the design of the approaches (30 dimensions in [45], 32 an 64 di-
mensions in [36]). In the experiments, the pivot-based approach using the repet-
itive Voronoi partitioning significantly outperformed the other two methods in
precision, efficiency and FP-50. Our hypothesis is that for high-dimensional data
the Z-curve and LSH methods suffer from the random shifts and hash functions
that do not reflect data distributions. We verified this hypothesis on our synthetic
10-dimensional dataset in which all three methods provided expected behavior,
as presented in the original papers. Note that specific subsets of the dataset
could potentially reside in low-dimensional manifolds. Hence, finetuning specific
parameters of the two methods (number of shifts in Figure 5.3 and W in Figure
5.5) do not provide a significant performance boost (i.e., for effective retrieval the
computational time is extremely long, even longer than naive similarity join).

On the other hand, the pivot-based approach uses representatives from the
data distribution and employs pairwise distances to determine data replication
strategies. As demonstrated also by metric access methods for simple k-NN search
[44, 29], it seems that the distance-based approach can be also directly used as
a robust and intuitive method for approximate k-NN similarity joins in high-
dimensional spaces.

Considered the precision and running time, the pivot-based approach was
outperformed by the centralized method with the parameter M = 4000. The
computation time of the centralized approach is lower, while the precision is
comparable (with the exception of 200-dimensional dataset). This outcome was
expected, considered the size of the cluster and the size of the data. If we tried to
process larger datasets on the cluster, the running time would easily reach tens
of hours. On the contrary, remember that the centralized method is limited by
the available amount of RAM, which makes it difficult to scale.
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For the task of infected HTTPS communication detection using MapReduce,
both pivot-based method and Z-curve method provided advantageous FP-50 val-
ues, mostly lower than 1%. With the increasing k parameter, the measure even
continues to improve and the demanded time rises slowly for both methods; in
absolute values, however, the pivot-based method is considerably faster. The re-
sults of the centralized method classifier are specific. On one hand, the provides
better time when the M value is low, as there is no overhead for network IO.
On the other hand, the FP-50 measure is unstable and strongly depends on the
feature extraction method unless M is high enough and more time is demanded.
Of all the four methods, the pivot-based approach surpasses the other methods
in classification performance, scalability, running time and precision and provides
an effective way of HTTPS traffic data analysis.
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Conclusion
The goal of the thesis was to tackle the problem of malicious HTTPS traffic recog-
nition. Since the previous research showed promising results when the snapshots
of HTTPS communication were classified using k-NN classifiers, we revisited and
reimplemented four different approximate k-NN join methods and adapted them
for high-dimensional data. Three of these methods were based on the MapReduce
framework and one of them was centralized (running on a single machine). We
performed experimental evaluation of the methods, concentrating on the compu-
tation time, the precision of the evaluation (compared to the exact k-NN join)
and the success when classifying the infected snapshots. We used the data of 200,
600 and 1000 dimensions.

As the experiments proved, a k-NN join approach performing well in low-
dimensional data does not necessarily yield good results in high-dimensional en-
vironment. The Z-curve approach and the LSH approach were outperformed
by the pivot-based method in all performance measures. For certain parameter
values, the centralized method was faster than the pivot-based approach while
keeping a similar precision rate, but failed to deliver good results when classifying
the snapshots using the FP-50 measure for some of the datasets. In addition, the
centralized method is not scalable due to its dependency on the capacity of the
RAM of the machine and the classification was also affected by the methods used
for the generation of datasets.

Among the four methods, the pivot-based distributed approach presents a
scalable and efficient solution on the pressing problem of HTTPS communication
analysis.

The future work may thoroughly analyze and track the bottlenecks of all the
methods and try to provide a theoretically sound explanation about the perfor-
mance limits of all the tested approaches.
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Attachments
Source code
The archive contains source codes of the reimplemented methods and the evalua-
tion procedures. In order for the programs to compile and run, Java 1.7 or higher
version and Hadoop 2.7.2 or higher version are required. More information can
be found in the file ant/README.

Experiments results
The file contains results of all experiments in CSV format for further research.

Sample data
Since the original datasets used in experiments are not publicly available, we
enclose synthetic 10-dimensional datasets.
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